The New Psycho-Cybernetics: The original science
of self-improvement and success that has changed
the lives of 30 million people by Maxwell Maltz
(Prentice Hall Press, 2003)
I read this some time late 2004. I was going through
a crisis in confidence and someone recommended it
to me. It helped me to understand what was going
on in my head and how to deal with it to get back on
track. I applied and refined the information to grow my
business and even used the same insights and tools to
effectively lose 7st (98 lbs, 45 kg) in excess weight. Not
only did it help me get my head straight and focused,
it became the foundation of my career and the keynote
speeches I deliver today at conferences and events
on Achievement Thinking which I apply to resilience,
managing change and success mindset.
John Hotowka
Achievement Thinking speaker
(www.hotowka.co.uk)

Introduction

How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale
Carnegie (Vermilion, 2006)
The book would be How to Win Friends and Influence
People by Dale Carnegie as it helped me understand
the importance of building relationships with people.
Whatever line of work you are in, relationships are
crucial to success and this book inspired me several
years after reading it, to write my own book How to
Succeed with People.
Paul McGee
author of How to Succeed with People:
Remarkably easy ways to engage, influence and
motivate almost anyone

Introduction
So you’re good at what you do. You’ve been doing it a long
time. You’ve studied the books, you’ve sweated the detail,
you’ve really learned your stuff. You’ve helped dozens or even
hundreds of people throughout your career by advising them
and guiding them on to the right path. You know you can help a
lot more people, solving their problems, getting them to where
they want to be. Yet you’re not the only one out there. There
are others shooting for the stars, looking to take the position of
‘go-to’ person in your field or business in your market.
So how can you compete?
We live in an ever faster paced, constantly shifting world.
Innovations bring opportunities like never before, and yet the
noise out there can be deafening. Choosing the experts to help
them find their way becomes more and more crucial for every
business, big or small. In some cases this choice could even
have a bearing on the survival or demise of the business.
As an expert in your world, how can you make sure it’s you they
find? How will the chief executive officer (CEO) choose you to
call on the day when they are faced with a threat to the future
of their business?
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Introduction

Establishing authority and credibility and gaining the trust of
your peers, your people and your customers is key. You need to
demonstrate you have deep expertise derived from experience
and the application of knowledge.
You might do this by talking to the press, writing columns and
articles, or producing a great regular blog and a content-rich
website.
Or you could write and publish a book.
‘If blogs are the kings of valuable content, business books are
the Masters of the Universe’, say Sonja Jefferson and Sharon
Tanton in their book Valuable Content Marketing (2015).
And they are right, as I hope to demonstrate in these pages.

YOUR BOOK WILL LEAD TO:

more people knowing about you
more people believing in you
resulting in
more people buying from you
more people’s worlds being changed as a result
AWARENESS + TRUST = PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMER
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In this book my aim is to help you to avoid the pitfalls of publishing a bad book, or the wrong book. Each of the next four
chapters looks at a specific aspect of creating and publishing
a book.

Introduction

Many business books are published every year and there is little
doubt that many of them end up not doing the job the authors
dreamed they would do.

• Why publish a business book? What will the book do for you?
• Who is it for? What will it do for them?
• What should you write?
• How should you publish it?
Of course, as with any product, the marketing of your book is
crucial. However, although thinking about your target market is
covered in Who should you write for and how will your book
reach them?, I do not cover in detail the ‘how-to’ of this important aspect. Please refer to our sister publication The Authority
Guide to Marketing Your Business Book by book public relations (PR) and publicist, Chantal Cooke, for her expert advice.
At the end of each of the four chapters there is a ‘Time to commit’ section, where I encourage you to make some decisions
about the why, the who, the what and the how of publishing
your book, and write these down. If you do this you should find
by the end you have the bones of a publishing plan.
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Influence: Science and practice by Robert Cialdini
(Pearson, 2008)
There is one book I come back to time and time again
and use his practices on my workshops both in what
I do, and also pass the tips on to others, and that’s
Robert Cialdini’s Influence: Science and practice.
Kate Atkin
author of The Confident Manager

Why publish a
business book?

Mavericks at Work: Why the most original minds in
business win by William Taylor (Harper, 2011)
Mavericks at work reminded me that it is not only
possible to be different, but positively wonderful to
be so. Reading about very different ways of working,
very different ways of building culture contributed to
creating NearDesk and DeskLodge.
Tom Ball
CEO, NearDesk

Why publish a business
book?
‘Here’s the thing: The book that will most change your life is the
book you write.’
Seth Godin
In preparing to write this book, I approached several established
and respected authors of business books with the question:
‘What has publishing a book done for you/your business?’ I
received many fascinating answers and have shared these valuable insights from those who have walked their talk throughout
the book.
This is the answer I got from Paul McGee, author of S.U.M.O
(Shut Up, Move On):
Publishing books for me has had a profound and significant impact on my business. When my book was published in May 2005 it became WHSmith business book of
the month. It’s gone on to sell over 125,000 copies worldwide and has literally provided me with opportunities to
speak around the world. It’s opened doors that I wasn’t
even pushing and this along with my other books, will be
part of my legacy.
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Why publish a business book?

Over the years, others have talked to me about how their book
has turned them into a magnet, started the phone ringing off
the hook and caused their marketing to change completely from
push to pull. Imagine never having to make a sales call again.
Imagine if your inbox was full of enquiries inviting you to speak
at conferences or write articles. Imagine you could be in hundreds of rooms at once, imparting your ideas and your expertise
for the benefit of others.
The most successful authors I have worked with have been
those that have been very clear from the start about their objectives for publishing in the first place. Over the past 20 years of
helping authors get published, I have come to recognise that
the clearer the author is about their reasons for publishing, the
more likely they are to succeed.
I sum these objectives up as ‘the 7 pearls of publishing’:
• Purpose/passion
• Profit
• Presence
• Protection
• Profile
• PR
• Purple Cow (Seth Godin)

Insight from a business book author
Sonja Jefferson, content marketing consultant and trainer
and co-author (with Sharon Tanton) of Valuable Content
Marketing: How to make quality content your key to success
A book changes things.
It definitely does.
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Firstly, writing the book helped me to unpick and codify the
Valuable Content approach. I think this has made us better
at what we do. It has also helped us shift our business model
in a more sustainable (and happier) direction – from pure
consultancy to a digital marketing school for small business
owners. Big change.
We create a lot of content for our clients – blogs, newsletters,
videos, ebooks – but the book is the most valuable content
of all, the jewel in the crown. I love it when clients and others
tell me how useful they’ve found it, how it’s inspired them to
take action and helped them grow their business as a result.

Why publish a business book?

The first edition of Valuable Content Marketing came out in
2013 and the second in 2015. SO much has happened as
a result.

The book has flown out into the world and pulled great people towards us – it’s attracted some amazing clients and new
business friends. It’s physically taken us a long way – we’ve
delivered talks and workshops from London to Lanzarote to
Chicago (as well as in our local pub) on the back of that
book. It even helped to attract the attention of Google! We’re
a two woman business in Bristol, and we never expected to
be helping the world’s most valuable company to create ever
more valuable content. It’s opened doors we never expected
to walk through, that’s for sure.
Sharon and I wrote the first book together before we became
business partners. We survived the process (just!) and came
out smiling. The perfect test to see if we could build a business together. And we have.
Writing the Valuable Content Marketing book has helped us
to create a better business – one we’re really proud to run.
Not an easy thing to do, but definitely worth it.
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Have you enjoyed what you’ve read so far of this Authority Guide?
There is much more in the full book, which can be obtained from Amazon and all good
bookshops. A mere snip at £9.99!

Available in paperback and ebook here.

In today’s volatile world sales professionals must know
how to build trust in their company, their products and
ultimately themselves in order to win the business. In
this Authority Guide, sales coach Paul Avins shares his
proven, 4-step system to help you contact, connect and
convert more customers with less effort and no pressure.

It’s never too soon to start thinking about how to market
and promote your book. In this Authority Guide, leading
book PR and marketing expert Chantal Cooke, presents
52 tips that will make your book stand out from the
crowd, build your credibility as an author, and ensure you
achieve those all-important sales.

Whether it’s your first presentation or you’re an
experienced speaker, this Authority Guide will give
you the tools, tips and confidence to deliver engaging,
creative and effective presentations. Steve Bustin, an
award-winning business speaker, an executive-level
speech coach and corporate presentation skills trainer,
will teach you simple but effective techniques to keep
your audience engaged.

Enhance your wellbeing, creativity and vitality with
mindfulness meditation.
In this Authority Guide, Tom Evans invites you to
embrace the benefits of meditation in both your life and
your business. With the practical mindfulness meditative
techniques described in this book, you will learn how
to get more done in less time. You will discover how to
generate ideas off the top of your head and how to allow
serendipity to land at your feet. This book opens the door
to a new way to be and do.

In this Authority Guide, forecasting guru Simon
Thompson shows you how to build financial forecasts
quickly, effectively and cheaply through his unique,
proven and easy-to-follow 10-step process. By learning
how to create effective forecasts you will master the
ability to understand the potential financial outcomes
for your business and be able to communicate financial
information in order to successfully raise investment or
loans.

Publishing expert, Sue Richardson, shows you how
to use your expertise, knowledge and experience to
become a published authority in your field and gain the
visibility you and your business needs. This Authority
Guide will help you to create a plan that ensures you
write and publish the right book for your business.

The emotional resilience of those involved in a business
will contribute significantly to the organisation’s success.
This Authority Guide from leading emotional intelligence
expert, Robin Hills, will help you change the way
you think about yourself and the way you approach
potentially difficult situations. You will be able to develop
your own personal resilience and understand how to
develop resilience within the hearts and minds of your
team and your organisation.

New titles of the Authority
Guides to come soon.

